West Bay of South Nave Aisle.
CCM application forminor Investigation works
SOS/SON:
A statement of significance for this wall is relatively straightforward. An overall SOS for the Cathedral is available and
the draft CMP (underway) endorses the principle that this wall is of Exceptional significance.
The statement of need for this investigation is similarly concisely expressed. In order to formulate and inform decisions
on the long-term relationship between a proposed new building and the Cathedral, both design team and statutory
authorities need more information on the wall construction which this investigation proposal facilitates. The
methodology proposed causes very little material harm and the benefits of improved understanding are
commensurate. Suitable archaeological mitigation by record will be undertaken by the Jonathan Clarke of FAS, the
Cathedral Archaeologist.
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RIPON CATHEDRAL RENEWED: PROPOSED SOUTH AISLE WALL STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATION.
Proposal for agreement/consent.
Context: technical feasibility exploring the optimum approaches for forming a structural opening in the early 16th
C south aisle wall to connect a proposed new building into the Cathedral are progressing, with accredited
structural engineers Curtins. A report on window glass has been instructed and temporary works proposals for
structural support are now being prepared with an options appraisal.
The next step in the design and consultation process is to examine the existing masonry wall construction, both
to identify the archaeological potential of the wall and to assess the internal structure.
This proposal is for a minimal investigation which will answer the immediate question but executed in a manner
that will do no harm (and do good, by improving the condition of the fabric) if the Ripon Cathedral Renewed
project does not proceed for any reason.
Close examination of the wall shows that, whilst weathered, the Killinghall sandstone ashlar is very tightly
jointed. Thus the least harmful way to establish the wall core construction will be to remove a sandstone ashlar
which needs to be replaced anyway, in accordance with the Cathedral's stonework policy. The method is as
follows (see following page).
Consents:
The Cathedral FAC has given supportive advice on 12/3/20. The CFCE have indicated that a CCM application
should be made.

The method for this investigation is proposed as follows
1. Photographic record.
2. Cut out and remove one full masonry element by breaking out destructively (a stone which needs renewal)
3. Stone removed full depth and mortars from adjoining units removed. Mortar samples taken and bagged for analysis.
4. Archaeologist records aperture and internal composition of core.
5. 100 dia diamond drilled core taken from wall, approx 1.5m depth from face (NOT penetrating internal wall face). Core retrieved as complete as possible for
recording and analysis.
6. Internal wall construction examined by engineer and recorded.
7. Core from wall reinserted into wall and grouted into position.
8. New face stone - Calvert's Whitton Fell as stonework policy. Full depth stone, (dim to be confirmed when cut out).
9. Face pointing to spec in stonework policy.
10. Records to be captured by FAS and Curtins of work undertaken and deposited on completion in HER and archives.

Ripon Cathedral: South Nave Aisle wall structural and archaeological investigation.
FOR CONSENT AGREEMENT. 17/2/2020

